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Desperate to leave the “trap” of the Atlanta SWATS, a 
hood famous scammer and his techie best friend, 
assemble a team of misfits to create their dream 

start-up, but stumble into something much 
dangerous

<format>: 8ep-60 minute dark comedy
Limited series

<genre>: Males 15+

<in the vein of>: Halt Catch Fire + Silicon Valley _





After several denials from Silicon Valley tech companies, 
the math savant reluctantly joins his childhood friend’s 
crazy idea of building a start-up.  

With his grandma’s pecan farm close to foreclosure, the 
narcissist has to secure his future by taking an non-
calculated chance he normally wouldn’t except.

J’SON “RIN” REYNOLDS
< code: the brain { heart of gold }



“DRE DAY”
< code: the hustler { calculated; steps ahead}

The life long scammer learns coding through a prison program 
which sparks an idea of creating a tech company, but has no 
idea where to start or get financed. 

Instead of returning to the trap, the estranged single father 
assembles a team of local tech talent to help him build his 
billion dollar dream.  

DreDay has lots of loose ends in the streets to tie up before he 
can wipe his hands clean of the streets for good. 



“PEACHEE”
< code: the connector { close to the streets}

The former video model turned club promoter, turned eye lash import 
queen, has always had a nose for finding money.  

Before starting her own day party for high level hustlers, the mom of 
five, has counted or ran “banks” for several high level drug dealers 
around the south.  

As the groups morale compass, the ex stripper and paralegal hides 
her tumultuous home life and need for stage 1 breast cancer 
treatment.  

This business, if it works, can be her ticket out of that relationship and 
Atlanta. 



“SIL”
< code: the genius { live-wire; hot head }

A grade school coding prodigy, Sil always loved math and 
science, but fell in love with coding just before she was 
kicked out of her foster home.  

The hot tempered teenager’s last chance was attending G-
Tech University. Just before an argument turned fist to 
cuffs with her professor and her expulsion from her 
second college, Rin takes the brainy teenager under his 
wing.  

Technical miles ahead of her crew, the asexual teen longs 
for family and connection, which she discovers with 
Peachee, Rin and DreDay.





• King Roo/Kerf (depending on which part of the south you’re from) was a local 
nighttime radio DJ who used this gig as a cover for his weed and pill distribution 
empire, which exploded within five years. 

• Notorious for how he handles problems in street, the business savvy and 
secretive Fisk university Alum created a network that runs like an enterprise.  

• The  history buff who knows how former “Titans of American industry” developed 
their wealth and he vows to get his share of the American dream. His problem 
isn’t cash flow, it’s a clean money detached from any of his drug dealing. His wife 
demands a clean money source in order for them to have kids and start a family. 

KANG-ROO
< code: the heavy { gangster on the brink }



Rin's uncle and wanna be real estate mogul, runs a 
reverse mortgage scam on Momma Mud which puts 
the family’s dilapidated Pecan Farm in foreclosure.  

The selfish prodigal has no respect or care about 
anything, but winning his own race.

UNC BROWN
< code: the wannabe { artful dodger }



The "fifth beatle" and hell of a 
UI/UX designer, is exiled out 
the group for "pinching and 
smoking" their initial 
investment from Kang Roo.  
His jealousy of Rin runs deep. 

MODELL SHIELA MCALLISTER

A trickster ex-girlfriend who has 
grifted Rin into a failing candle 
business which profits are 
constantly eaten by her quest 
to become a social media 
influencer.  

The Head of Campus Police 
sets her sights on finding the 
persons who set the mystery 
fire at the dorms. She is a 
brilliant cop who has dreams 
of taking her talents to the FBI.





Asian UX/UI designer/stoner (think 
Steve Akoi type) was Sil's assigned 
"big brother" at Cal Tech before 
dropping out to work for Zinga.

K-lin BIGGERS MOMMA MUD

Dre Day’s godfather and pit master 
helps the team form a corp and 
become a legit business. Too lazy to 
become a lawyer, the college dropout, 
runs a paralegal pop up out of the back 
room of his rib shack.

The former Broadway star left the bright 
lights to save her families Pecan Farm. 
She would do anything to help her 
favorite grandchild (Rin) dream come 
true, but financial struggles stifle her 
intentions. 



Momma Mud’s Pecan Farm
Once a thriving small Pecan Farm and small business has since fell 
on hard times. Rin’s family has ran this 45 acre farm for five 
generations, but are on the cusp of losing it if Unc Brown has his 
way. He is thirsty and foolish enough to try and steal this land to 
sell it. 
However, this farm and the barn will become the hub for Dre Day 
and Rin’s start-up. With a little investment the converted space will 
save itself. 

  Three Little Pigs BBQ
Biggers worked hard for this little stand 
alone hybrid restaurant/convenience 
store/check cashing/speak easy 
opening the back office to his godson 
DreDay and his cohorts as a think tank 
to plot out their dreams of multi-million 
tech stardom.  

Biggers’ space is part clubhouse, server 
farm and haven from those in the trap 
that wants a piece of the action. 







• 1.0 [Prefetch] - Fresh out of jail with a dismissed trial, Dre Day begins gathering his team. Early investment comes by way of being tricked 
into a “drugs to a cash” loan. Not an investment. A loan...with interest. But when the drugs are destroyed the team must conjure a way to  
get all of the money with interest to Kang Roo.  

• 1.1 [Immersive Control Panel] - After discovering the reason why they are short on money, the team votes a disgruntled member out. The 
computer science student, quickly turns into a rival with his website called Kablewy, a strippers delivery and "ride" sharing service. 

• 1.2 [Trapademics] - The mirroring of the crack game vs. tech game, Trapp=incubator, Learn different codes=learning different strands of 
pill. The team solidifies the idea of what Trapptastic can really become. 

BStory - We learn Big Momma Mud's farm is in danger of foreclosure. Kang-Roo wants in on this tech venture.  

• 1.3 [RemotePackages] - Denied by an incubator, the team starts their own in the barn at Momma Mud’s pecan farm. The team must 
scheme to get equipment and build their own server farm inside the old beat up barn. 

B-Story: Peachie’s side business begins to rear its head into her family life. Lil Wop has the idea of the century. 



• 1.4 [Migration] - Rin and Sil go on a road trip to Tampa to negotiate with a bandwidth provider and find a new UI/UX designer. 
Who will only meet with him face to face in order to gauge their aura.  

B-Story: Sil really uses this as a chance to find her birth mother, who is a cruise line performer. 

• 1.5 [ShellExperiences] flashback story We learn each members personal motivation as to why they need Trapptastic to work.  

B-Story: The bank forecloses on Momma Mud's farm early locking them out of the barn. 

• 1.6 [schemas] - On the run from his ex, Dre Day gets wrongly detained and misses a pitch meeting with a potential app 
investor.  

B-Story: Sil and Peaches devise an "Oceans 11" style plan to smuggle cell phones into four Georgia prisons and get footage 
and profiles of bad boy inmates.



• 1.7 [Policy definitions] - The team funds are stolen by a crooked bank manager. Ingenuity and hood politics help them find a new/legal 
funding source before missing their deadline for the South by southwest booth deposit, but discovers a bandwidth work around that will cut 
there back end cost by 65%. 

B-Story - Kang Roo catches up with the team and presents his version of their tech partnership 

• 1.8 [Help] At South By Southwest the team meets Guido Moreux, an unexpecting VC who hates the app, but loves the bandwidth 
workaround created by Sil and Kyle, he tempts her with a lucrative job offer and private investigator to help find her father. 

• At SXSW, Dre Day wows everyone and becomes a crowd favorite. His catch phrase becomes a viral meme, which falls on the desk of 
McAllister his nemesis. 

• Rin struggles to get his grandmother's farm back, but discovers a phone company pitch to put a cell tower on the farm, unbeknownst to 
the Uncle Brown. 

• We learn that Peachie has breast cancer, but it's only stage 1. She reacquaints with a former "client" that discovers the app at SXSW and 
wants to be first money in.



Why it works?
HEART + GRIT + COMING OF AGE 

TRAPPTASTIC has plenty of heart to spare. 

Each of our four main characters find themselves at a “what’s 
next” crossroads as they reach young adulthood. Do they blindly 
go forward and evolve or go backwards towards detrimental 
comfort zones?  

This will make the unfolding of each decision entertaining, 
engaging and infectious. The audience will want each character 
to win, achieve and fully pull themselves out the “trap”. 
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